Introduction

**14h30 - 14h45** : Standardisation and research issues  
Emmanuel Bacry - French

First part : Ongoing initiatives on data models

**14h45 - 15h05** : Implementation in the European context: EHDS and interoperability  
Emmanuel Bacry - English

**15h05 - 15h25** : EHDEN: presentation, OMOP common data model and terminologies  
Erica Voss, Peter Rijnbeek, Michael Kallfelz - English

**15h25 - 15h45** : Terminology services and repositories: the French MultiTerminologyServer and Drug Interoperability  
Tayeb Merabti, Mélissa Mary, Yann Briand - English

**15h45 - 16h30** : Break

Second part : OMOP - CDM sequence

**16h30 - 16h50** : Transformation to OMOP format of the SNDS, the french medico-administrative database  
Lorien Benda, Cécile Roseau - English

**16h50 - 17h10** : ConcepTION data model: origin, purpose and perspectives  
Nicolas Thurin - English

**17h10 - 17h30** : The French PENELOPE initiative: improving cancer Patients ENrollment from rEal Life databases using the OMOP oncology Extension  
Christel Daniel - English

Conclusion

**17h30 - 17h45** : Conclusion  
Marc Loutrel - French